
 

Hidden life revealed inside dinosaur bones
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One of the tricks you learn hunting dinosaurs in Canada is to look for
orange. Dinosaur bones are dull browns, tans, and greys. But in the
middle of the drab sandstones of the badlands—a dry landscape where
wind and water have worn away much of the rock—you'll sometimes
catch a flash of fluorescent orange. Walk over and you may well find a
dinosaur bone weathering out.
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The orange is lichen, growing on the bone. The bone gives the lichen a
stable foothold in the eroding landscape, it's porous, storing moisture
during droughts, and full of minerals like phosphate, vital to a growing
lichen. It's strange to think that something that died 76m years ago plays
a role in modern ecosystems, but life is opportunistic.

Life exists almost everywhere on Earth. Bacteria thrive in hydrothermal
vents, fungi grow inside Chernobyl, nematode worms crawl under
Antarctic ice fields. Most remarkably, there is the deep biosphere, a vast,
subterranean microbial ecosystem starting under our feet and extending
into rock kilometres underground. Why wouldn't life also inhabit buried
fossils?

If it does, that creates problems for identifying the original biological
material of fossils. That's where our new research—led by my colleague
Evan Saitta of the Field Museum in Chicago—comes in, providing a
detailed look at the organic matter found inside dinosaur bones.

It's clear that the popular concept of fossilisation, where the bone is
completely mineralised and replaced with new material, is wrong. Most
of the original bone mineral – calcium phosphate—survives. It's the
same stuff that was inside a living, breathing dinosaur millions of years
ago.
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https://www.nature.com/news/2007/070521/full/news070521-5.html
https://www.livescience.com/64272-carbon-mass-in-earth-deep-biosphere.html
https://phys.org/tags/organic+matter/
https://www.geol.umd.edu/~tholtz/G104/lectures/104fossils.html


 

  

Lichen in Dinosaur Provincial Park, Alberta. Credit: Nick Longrich, Author
provided

Remarkably, organic molecules can sometimes persist. Ancient DNA
has let us reconstruct genomes of recently extinct species and discover
previously unknown species such as our cousins the Denisovans. Ancient
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proteins have shown the evolutionary history of the extinct mammal
Toxodon, and fossil pigments let us put stripes on dinosaurs and speckles
on their eggs.

Even more remarkable claims have been announced, including DNA, 
proteins and even cells and blood vessels from dinosaur bone. But these
are more than an order of magnitude older than the oldest confirmed
DNA and proteins, so they've been disputed. The idea of recovering
dinosaur tissues and using dinosaur DNA and proteins to reconstruct
evolution is tantalising. But it's unclear how, or if, they can survive tens
of millions of years.

Half the DNA in a fossil disappears roughly every 500 years and DNA
should become unreadable in 1.5m years. Proteins are more resilient.
The oldest date to 4m years ago, but the peptide bonds holding a
protein's amino acids together also degrade over time, so it's unclear if
they could survive in 75m year old dinosaur fossils.

Meanwhile, living things—bacteria, protists, fungi, plant roots and
nematodes—thrive underground. To be sure we have dinosaur tissues,
we first need to exclude other, less exciting possibilities, like
contamination by bacterial biofilms.
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https://www.nature.com/articles/nature14249
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature14249
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0960982217311971
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0646-5/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0646-5/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S875632821201318X
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2007/apr/13/uknews.taxonomy
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2005/mar/25/research.sciencenews
https://phys.org/tags/dinosaur+bone/
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jun/21/ostrich-fossil-dinosaurs-jurassic-park
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rspb.2012.1745
https://www.livescience.com/54242-protists.html


 

  

Organic matter taken from a dinosaur fossil. Credit: Evan Saitta, Author
provided

Microbe hunting
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To understand the source of the biological matter inside dinosaur bones,
we launched a unique field expedition, not for dinosaurs, but for
microbes inside them. We excavated a Centrosaurus bonebed in
Dinosaur Provincial Park, Alberta. Sterilizing tools with bleach, alcohol,
and a blowtorch, we then wrapped fossils in foil to prevent
contamination. But they were still full of life, coming from inside the 
bone.

Amino acids extracted from the fossils showed the unmistakable
signature of life. Amino acids exist in left- and right-handed
configurations. Living things make left-handed amino acids, but after
death, their structure slowly flips back and forth, creating a mix of left-
and right-handed molecules. Ancient amino acids show a 1:1 ratio, but
the bones were dominated by left-handed molecules, showing recent
biological activity.

We also studied the carbon in the bones. Living things take carbon from
atmospheric CO₂, which contains radioactive carbon-14. Carbon-14
undergoes radioactive decay, with half its atoms disappearing roughly
every 6,000 years. No detectable carbon-14 should survive from 76m
years ago, but the bones were full of it. Either these dinosaurs died a few
thousand years ago, or they were contaminated by living things.
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https://phys.org/tags/dinosaurs/
https://phys.org/tags/bone/
https://elifesciences.org/articles/46205
https://elifesciences.org/articles/46205
https://phys.org/tags/amino+acids/


 

  

Organic matter taken from a dinosaur fossil. Credit: Evan Saitta, Author
provided

To find out what lived in the bones, we extracted DNA and the related
molecule RNA from the fossil. What we found was astonishing: a
thriving community of bacteria. The bones had 50 times the bacterial
DNA as the surrounding mudstones. They weren't empty tombs, but
teeming with a unique microbial community, a microbiome.

Bones, unlike rock, have open spaces for marrow, blood vessels and
cells, which now create space for microbes, and carry water and
nutrients. Bone also contains phosphorus needed to make DNA and cell
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https://phys.org/tags/blood+vessels/


 

membranes. Moreover, organic tissues and vessel-like structures
extracted from the bones—similar to those identified elsewhere as
dinosaur tissues—glow like a Christmas tree when stained with a
flourescent dye that binds to DNA. The abundant DNA suggests these
organics are made by bacteria, not dinosaurs.

Needle in a haystack

Looking for fossil organics is a bit like looking for a needle in a
haystack. We haven't argued that needles don't exist, but we've provided
a better idea of how to tell needles from the straw. And although we
didn't find dinosaur proteins, we found something equally remarkable,
life inside that dinosaur.
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https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jproteome.5b00675
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Organic matter taken from a dinosaur fossil. Credit: Evan Saitta, Author
provided

When our Centrosaurus died, its body fed other living
things—tyrannosaurs, flies, beetles, then bacteria and fungi. But the
process continued long after death. Microbes would have lived in its
bones after they were buried under a Cretaceous floodplain, then when
the sea rolled in and the dinosaur lay a hundred meters beneath the ocean
floor, still later beneath an ice age glacier, and finally, just beneath
today's badlands.

It's extraordinary to think, but inside the remains of a great dinosaur, tiny
microbial worlds appeared, evolved and disappeared over millions of
years, in a complex interplay between the living and the long-dead.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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